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Abstract

This paper describes how SWoRD (scaffolded writing and rewriting in the discipline), a web-based reciprocal peer review system, supports writing practice, particularly for large content courses in which writing is considered critical but not feasibly included. To help students gain content knowledge as well as writing and reviewing skills, SWoRD supports the whole cycle of writing, reviews, back-reviews, and rewriting by scaffolding the journal publication process as its authentic practice model. In addition, SWoRD includes algorithms that compute individual reviewer’s review accuracy, which is in turn used to support the various drawbacks of reciprocal peer reviews (e.g., variation in motivation or ability of reviewers). Finally, this paper describes an empirical evaluation showing that the SWoRD approach is effective in improving writing quality in content classes.
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1. Introduction

Professional and academic success in all disciplines depends, at least in part, upon writing skills. Nevertheless, recent nation-wide surveys in the US reported that most of students across all ages...
have fundamental difficulties in their writing skills. For example, a study reported that only one percent of students tend to have effective writing skills, while 85% of students are at a basic writing skill level (NAEP, 1998).

Additional findings cast some doubt on formal attention to writing practice in colleges and universities. National Commission on Writing in American Schools and Colleges (2003) found that content classes outside English composition classes are providing near-total neglect of writing. This unfortunate situation appears to be caused by instructors’ workload in reading and generating feedback on student writing. As a result, students, especially in large content courses, rarely practice writing and rewriting. Instead, students tend to be confined to multiple-choice exams with no writing assignments and not even short essay writing in exams. This lack of writing practice is likely to have a strong negative impact on the development of effective writing skills, and probably on the development of content knowledge.

It seems a natural choice to replace instructor or expert reviews with reciprocal peer reviews to remedy the unfortunately current situation. Peer reviews can help instructors spend more time on other aspects of teaching by reducing the instructors’ workload associated with writing activities (Rada, Michailidis, & Wang, 1994). However, there are several different problems in administrating reciprocal peer reviews in content courses. First, reciprocal peer reviews may be fundamentally limited in that student peer reviewers are novices in their disciplines. Thus, their feedback and evaluation could be inaccurate relative to the feedback generated by a subject-matter expert or instructor. Second, students are likely to be inexperienced in constructing helpful reviews because students generally are not trained in how to generate helpful comments to others’ writing. Finally, instructors often complain about the work required to administrate reciprocal peer reviews such as selecting reviewers for writers and exchanging writing and reviewing.

Therefore, we have developed a web-based reciprocal peer review system called SWoRD to addresses the above and related issues. Since we observe that learning systems developed for research often fail to survive in real classrooms, SWoRD has been trying to lower its technology threshold for students as well as instructors to use while keeping the system secure and stable. As a result, SWoRD has been used successfully in 20 courses across four US universities in the past two years.

This paper describes how SWoRD (version 3.0) addresses the above issues in its implementation. This paper is organized the following way: (1) the journal publication process as an authentic practice model is first described; (2) reciprocal peer reviews and related problems are discussed; (3) SWoRD’s design and implementation are explained; (4) a summary of an empirical evaluation obtained thus far with SWoRD is provided; and (5) ongoing work with SWoRD is briefly introduced. Note that this paper only focuses on the key activities in SWoRD that seem most relevant for supporting student learning. Other various management functions and instructor interface are not discussed.

2. Journal publication process as an authentic model

By applying a cognitive work analysis to the journal publication process and writing practice in college and university courses, we became aware of some key steps of writing practice in small and large classes, and identified the steps that are missed in the courses (see Fig. 1). In this section, we
discuss the major problems of writing practice in classes. How SWoRD addresses them is discussed in a later section.

It was found that writing practice in classes is a function of instructor feedback, which plays a major barrier to increasing writing practice. Instructors consider feedback crucial to developing students’ writing skills and steering their thoughts in the process of writing and rewriting. However, instructors are simply overwhelmed by the workload of reading student writing and giving feedback on it. As a result, they rarely ask students to write papers in classes. In other words, students practice writing only when instructors can provide them with feedback. Even when they do provide feedback, instructors tend to generate ambiguous or evaluative feedback such as “Good job”, “You could be better”, etc. (Coupe, 1986) because instructors are often unable to take enough time to generate specific feedback.

When instructors administrate writing practice, students are rarely asked to revise their writing based on feedback. It is simply because rewriting doubles instructors’ workload. Even students in small classes are in a similar situation. Thus, students in general are unlikely to have the opportunities to rewrite their papers. Because of this, students are losing critical chances to develop their writing skills by incorporating feedback into their papers. Writing researchers emphasize the practice of revision and rewriting using feedback to advance writing skills (Schriver, 1990).
Finally, writing and feedback are privatized by a student author and an instructor. Other students in a class do not have access to peer writing and feedback given to it. However, writing researchers have argued that publicizing student papers to their peers may have students put more effort into writing because students are made aware of audiences out there (Cohen & Riel, 1989; Jonassen, 1996; Schriver, 1990). However, in classes, there is typically no publication process to the class. The only audience for a student’s writing is their instructor.

3. Reciprocal peer reviews and problems

One way to include and improve writing practice in content classes is to implement reciprocal peer reviews in the writing process. In reciprocal peer reviews, individual students take two roles: one of writer and one of reviewer. Studies have showed that reciprocal evaluation has the advantage of reducing teacher workload (Rada et al., 1994). Moreover, peer collaboration is effective in that students working alone are unlikely to detect their own misunderstanding (Markman, 1979) and contradictions in text (Otero & Kintsch, 1992), to consider audience (Wess, 1980), but students working collaboratively are better able to avoid these problems (Cho, Schunn, & Lesgold, 2002).

Nevertheless, reciprocal peer reviews have clear drawbacks. First, undergraduate students are generally novices in their disciplines. Thus, their lack of subject-matter knowledge tends to impair the accuracy of determining the quality of papers that novices review. For example, expert-novice studies showed that novices focus on style issues, not making theoretical commitments (Flower, Hayes, Carey, Schriver, & Stratman, 1986). This issue may also increase the concern of student reviewees about grades assessed by unqualified people like themselves.

Second, there are likely to be many individual differences between peer reviewers such that there are some good reviews and some poor reviews. For example, some student reviewers might be unable to distinguish between good and poor papers, or perhaps some may not put in the effort to properly evaluate the papers. Also, peer reviewers might give authors all the same evaluations.

Finally, peer reviews should not be just critical, but also constructive. In face-to-face collaboration, people try to be kind and so tend to give ambiguous advice, while in networked collaboration people tend to be critical on task (Sproull & Kiesler, 1991). However, critical advice is not always constructive especially in networked collaboration. Also people can take task-oriented critiques personally (Crampton, 2001), causing strong emotional reaction.

In order to obtain the practical benefits of reciprocal peer reviews, the above problems must be addressed in the system. SWoRD differs from other such systems mainly in that it seriously considers these problems through the simulation of the journal publication process as an authentic writing practice model. Therefore, the next section describes how SWoRD addresses these issues in its implementation.

4. SWoRD characteristics

SWoRD is a web-based client–server application, supporting reciprocal peer reviews in writing and reviewing practices. It is especially useful for large-scale content classes where writing and
rewriting are hard to administrate, although SWoRD can also serve small-scale or skills classes. It is also an asynchronous system that does not provide users with any synchronous tools such as IRC interfaces for real-time communications between writers and reviewers. This approach is consistent with the findings of some studies showing that the amount of interaction is not correlated with the quality of writing (Rada et al., 1994) and that people prefer to work on writing in an asynchronous mode rather than synchronous mode (Hartman et al., 1995), and even reduce their interactions during writing (Galegher & Kraut, 1996). In this section, we describe the core SWoRD activities first and then elaborate some key features of the system.

4.1. Authentic writing and reviewing process

As shown in Fig. 1, SWoRD mainly simulates the journal publication process (with some modifications) as its writing practice model in classes. This section describes what students basically do in SWoRD. In the beginning, instructors register their courses in SWoRD, set a pool of topics for writing and reviewing, specify due dates for writing and reviewing activities, and some policies such as grace periods for late submissions, penalty for late submissions, and number of peer drafts for reviews. Instructors can just follow recommended defaults instead of setting their own policies. For example, SWoRD recommends that each due time and date should be Monday 5 p.m. with 2 days grace periods.

Then, students select topics that they want to write on and those that they want to review on. If there is only one topic, the topic is automatically assigned to students. In the case that multiple topics are available to students, SWoRD controls the number of writers and reviewers in each topic to provide an approximate even balance of reviews to each paper. Therefore, latecomers may not have as many topic choices. Then, based on a clear schedule of due dates for their chosen topics, students do writing and reviewing activities in five phases as follows.

In phase I, student writers submit their first drafts to SWoRD. When submitting drafts, they also provide estimates of their own writing grades for increased metacognition about their writing skills. SWoRD, then, generates sets of drafts based on instructors’ policy for how many papers each student should review. Each subset is then distributed to reviewers who chose the topic for review. As shown in Fig. 2,1 all the papers that were submitted are published to the class on the publication page, where each piece of writing is displayed with its author’s pseudonym and its title. Then, any student in the class can access and read any peer writing.

In phase II, reviewers download a set of papers assigned to them, and the reviewers evaluate each paper in the set on the basis of three evaluation dimensions: flow, logic, and insight (defined in a later section). The reviewers submit written comments on how to improve the papers and then rate the quality of the drafts on a seven-point rating scale (1: Disastrous to 7: Excellent). At the end of phase II, when the first draft review deadlines have passed, SWoRD automatically determines the accuracy of each reviewer’s numerical ratings using three scales (systematic differences, consistency, and spread) applied to each of the writing dimensions (flow, logic, and insight). The details of these scales will be described in a later section.

1 Examples were from an undergraduate psychology course for non-majors. All other figures were from similar courses.
The review accuracy scales have several functions. First, the review scales serve as a weighting function to add validity to the writing scales: reviews from reviewers that are generally less accurate count less towards a given author’s grade. Second, the review scales serve as a calibration tool for the reviewers, giving them feedback on how the reviewers might have some misconceptions about what constitutes good writing. Third, the review scales serve as part of an incentive system for the reviewers by providing grades for their numerical rating activities – peer review schemes can suffer from low motivation to take the difficult reviewing task seriously.

Then, SWoRD provides authors with reviewers’ feedback and their weighted ratings (see the middle column of Fig. 3) and the reviewers with feedback on their review accuracy. At the same time, the publication page displays drafts in the order of their grades with a number of stars based on their ratings. Any student can access reviewers’ comments and grades as well as the papers.

In phase III, the authors rewrite their papers based on comments provided and turn in the final drafts. Throughout the third phase, reviewers reflect upon the feedback that they receive on their reviews. Reviewers are given a table which gives their accuracies on each of the three scales for each of the three dimensions. Clicking on any of the numbers brings up a page which verbally and graphically explains what aspects of their ratings produced the number (see Figs. 4–6 as examples). Also, reviewers are given an interface with which they can unpack the accuracy of their reviews by comparing their own reviews with other reviewers’ on same papers (see Fig. 7).

In phase IV, writers back-review their reviewers’ feedback in terms of how helpful the written feedback (not the numerical rating) was for revising their paper on a seven-point rating scale (1: Not helpful at all to 7: Very helpful) along with written comments (see the right half of Fig. 3).
It should be noted that this step is done by authors after their revisions are turned in, which reduces the tit-for-tat strategy between writers and reviewers. In other words, both the time gap and actual revision activity allow the writers to become more objective raters. In an earlier version of the system that did not include this cooling off period, authors often gave much higher helpfulness ratings to reviewers who gave overly generous ratings. After this back-review period, reviewers receive their writers’ comments on their feedback.

In phase V, as the final cycle, the same set of the reviewers of the first drafts read the final drafts and generate another round of ratings and written comments. Reviewers can access their comments on the first draft of each paper as well as the back reviews on those comments. At the end of phase V, after reviews are turned in, SWoRD again computes each individual reviewer’s review accuracy, provides writers with their reviewers’ comments and weighted grades, and provides reviewers with SWoRD feedback on their reviewing accuracy.

Finally, receiving the final round of reviews on their final writing, authors (after another cooling off period) back-review the reviewers’ 2nd round of feedback in terms of how helpful the feedback would be in revising their rewriting, again using the seven-point rating scale with written comments.
In each step of the above activities, SWoRD sends reminders and confirmation emails on their tasks as well as places the reminders on their announcement page. It is important to post announcements because some students do not receive reminders due to over-quota email accounts or other technical problems. Another important feature is that every deadline has a grace period (instructor-determined but typically two days) during which papers, reviews, and back reviews can be turned in late, but with penalty. After this grace period is over, submissions are released to authors or reviewers, as the case may be. Submissions cannot be accepted into the system beyond this point.

4.2. Anonymous writing and reviewing activities

Students are anonymous both as author and reviewer. That is, reviewers do not know who wrote a given paper, and authors do not know who reviewed their paper. Anonymity is important because writers and reviewers are likely to be less critical when identities are known (Crampton, 2001). However, there are situations in which writers and reviewers need to somehow identify...
their reviewers and writers (e.g., reviewer coordinating printouts of papers with online versions). For this coordination function, writers use pseudonyms that they created when opening SWoRD accounts. Student writers submit their writings to SWoRD, which distributes the writings with the authors’ pseudonyms to reviewers. When receiving feedback from reviewers, writers are not given any identity information to prevent authors from biasing their evaluations of other students’ papers on the basis of what feedback the writers received from those same students as reviewers.

4.3. Individual writing and rewriting

SWoRD emphasizes individual effort in writing and rewriting papers rather than asking students to work on writing with peers collaboratively. Although some research has shown that knowledge constructed during collaboration could be transferred to individuals, other studies have showed that only some members benefited from collaboration (Webb, 1995). Thus, it is still an open question how much each member in a team can develop their writing skills and knowledge in depth from collaboration. Zammuner (1995) showed that students who practice writing benefit most when they work individually and then cooperate, but not when they continuously cooperate. Therefore, it seems reasonable to have students write their own papers and work on them with peer feedback. This approach is supported by studies showing that, for complex tasks like writing, the pattern for successful networked collaboration is for participants to focus on their own work while collaborating on higher order structure (Vera, Kvan, West, & Lai, 1998) and that working on complicated tasks in the presence of others may prevent people from properly focusing on the details of the task (Kiesler & Cummings, 2002). It should be noted that SWoRD

![Fig. 5. An example of reviewer support on consistency showing the extent which a reviewer’s grades across papers she reviewed were consistent with those by other reviewers who reviewed the same papers. The pattern across the drafts shows that the reviewer’s grades are consistent with other reviewers except for the drafts by the author 400lb Gorilla, Woody, and Cleo. If the reviewer clicks on an author’s name, then she can read her own reviews and the reviews of others on the given papers.](image)
requires students to rewrite their drafts using feedback based upon the assumption that students can develop their writing skills and domain knowledge effectively when students revise their drafts using feedback.

4.4. Multiple peer feedback and grading

SWoRD emphasizes the role of multiple peers in generating feedback on peer writing. There are several important benefits of multiple peer reviews in SWoRD. First, writers can improve their audience conception by having multiple peer feedback (Schriver, 1990). In other words, students can come to revise their writing from the readers’ points of view rather than from the more common knowledge telling strategy point of view. Second, multiple reviews could reduce blind spots and omissions of any given individual review because more reviews will mean that more errors are caught. Third, multiple reviewers could reduce the negative impact of incorrect feedback. Fourth, multiple reviewers may be in agreement on some specific problems, and this multiplicity of comments on a given problem may be especially persuasive or salient to a student when the student is
revising his or her paper. Finally, for students to take the feedback seriously, the ratings need to count for actual grades, and the validity and reliability of the grades depends upon there being ratings from multiple reviewers. Our prior work with SWoRD found that peer grading is reliable (correlations of approximately 0.6 with instructor grades) and valid (Cho & Schunn, 2003).

The SWoRD default number of peer reviewers per draft is six. In other words, each student draft receives feedback from six peers. A single reviewer is the most convenient but least reliable. By having more evaluators per task, reliability can be increased and the true assessment would be closer, but with cost. By applying the Spearman–Brown formula (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1991), Fig. 8 shows that the number of evaluators is a function of mean reliability. Suppose that an effective reliability across reviewers of 0.90 is acceptable. If a mean reliability of individual reviewers is 0.60, then the number of reviewers should be 6. The lower a mean reliability is, the more evaluators per task are necessary. With a moderate mean reliability between 0.5 and 0.7, 4–9 evaluators are needed. With a lower mean reliability, more than nine evaluators are necessary. Considering task difficulties and time, an acceptable degree of reliability, and educational benefits, we considered six peer reviewers most desirable in SWoRD.

Fig. 7. A partial view of the review analysis interface. The interface shows lousiana23’s and pittstudent04’s reviews side by side on Emoney’s first paper. By changing the options given on the top, reviewers can compare different pairs of reviews.
4.5. Multidimensional writing evaluation: flow, logic and insight

SWoRD defines reviewing as a constructive process of detecting dissonance between the text and the writer’s intention for constructing new knowledge (Flower et al., 1986; McCutchen, 2000). This process is described by the three review dimensions of flow, logic, and insight. The flow dimension, the most basic level, considers the extent to which a paper involves faults or problems in prose flow (Flower et al., 1986). Thus, can the reader understand the main points and the transition between points? The logic dimension examines the extent to which a paper is logically coherent in terms of text structure that organizes various facts and arguments. In particular, reviewers judge how well the main arguments are supported with evidence. The insight dimension refers to the extent to which each paper contributes new knowledge and insight to the reader. In classes, this is operationally defined as new knowledge or insight beyond required class texts and materials. Ackerman (1990) found that writers with more disciplinary knowledge made their arguments more elaborated and specific, and that their writing involved more new information and made it outstanding. For each dimension, reviewers submit written comments and then grade the quality of writing on the seven-point rating scale. Here the order of giving written comments before numerical ratings is thought to add validity to the ratings and avoid holistic grading problems.

4.6. Reviewer support

4.6.1. Accuracy feedback

We have developed three accuracy indices to calibrate inaccuracy of student reviews: systematic differences, consistency, and spread. All three measures depend upon a comparison of a given
reviewer’s ratings to the mean ratings for that set of papers across (typically six) reviewers – i.e., it is assumed that the group view is a reasonable approximation of the truth. For papers written to peers as the audience, this assumption is not as controversial as it might be for writing for expert audiences.

Systematic differences concerns the extent to which each reviewer systematically tends to be overly generous, overly harsh, or unbiased in assessing papers (see Fig. 4). It is a variation of a t-test between the given reviewer’s ratings for their set of papers and the ratings that should have been given. Consistency concerns the extent to which each reviewer systematically discerns good papers from poor papers. It is a variation of a correlation between the given reviewer’s ratings and the ratings that should have been given. Fig. 5 presents an example of the visualization that illustrates the consistency score. Finally, spread concerns the extent to which each reviewer distributes scores too narrowly or too widely (see Fig. 6). It is essentially the relative difference in standard deviations of reviewer ratings versus the ideal ratings for that set of papers. In all cases, the measures are transformed into 0 to 1 scales with 0 being the worst performance and 1 being the best performance.

The three indices are computed in each of the three dimensions (flow, logic, and insight), producing nine accuracy measures. The nine numbers are used to measure each reviewer’s overall accuracy of ratings, for SWoRD to generate feedback to reviewers on their review accuracies, to compute reviewers’ grades, and finally to weight the contribution of each review to the writing grades.

4.6.2. Back-review

Reviewers also can learn how to be constructive as well as critical in generating feedback by receiving feedback from the authors to which the reviewers gave written feedback comments. Back-reviews are intended to serve this purpose (see the right column of Fig. 3).

4.7. Publication

As shown in Fig. 2, student drafts are published to their classes. When their reviews are done, all of the drafts are sorted in the order of their writing qualities stamped with a number of stars from 1 to 7. Students can tell what papers are good and poor, which often reveals some intrinsic information about what could constitute good writing.

4.8. Instructors actions

In the beginning of the semester, instructors create their SWoRD course and add teaching assistants if available. Then, instructors create a pool of topics for writing and reviewing with guidelines and specific due dates. Next, policies are set up for writing and reviewing assignments in SWoRD. For example, instructors set the number of topics upon which each student writes and reviews, the number of papers each reviewer needs to review, grace periods for late assignments, penalties for late assignments, and whether each writer needs to rate their own drafts.

5. Empirical evaluation

To show the effectiveness of the SWoRD approaches, here we provide a brief overview of a recent empirical evaluation of the value of peer reviewing in SWoRD (see Cho, 2004, for more
details). We compared the quality of writing improvement of student writers who received feedback from a subject-matter expert with those who received feedback from either a peer or multiple peers.

5.1. Methods

5.1.1. Participants

Participants included 28 students and a domain expert. The students were enrolled in a 12-week Research Methods summer class at the University of Pittsburgh. They had completed an average of 3.4 college years (SD = 1.0). Seven were males and 21 were females. Individual students wrote first and final drafts on the topic ‘informal science learning’. They reviewed six peers’ first and final drafts. The domain expert was a Ph.D. on the topic area and had taught similar courses for the past eight years. She was not the instructor of the class but reviewed both drafts of all 28 students.

5.1.2. Design

The students took a test of basic writing skills before receiving writing/reviewing assignments. Based on the scores, the students were matched into blocks and then randomly assigned to one of three different conditions: a Single-Expert feedback condition, a Single-Peer feedback condition, and a Multi-Peer feedback condition. The writers assigned to the Single-Expert feedback condition received feedback and grades on their drafts from the expert. Those in the Single-Peer feedback condition received feedback and grades from a single best peer that achieved the highest review accuracy in each set of reviewers per writer. Those in the Multi-Peer feedback condition received feedback and grades from six peers. To get rid of possible reviewer’s status effects, the writers did not know the status of their reviewers (i.e., whether they were student or expert). The writers were told that they would not receive writing grades from their instructors, but rather from their reviewers.

5.1.3. Procedure

The procedure of the experiment followed the built-in processes in SWoRD with some modifications for experimental purposes. After taking pretests on the basic writing skills, the instructor introduced the class to the writing and reviewing assignment topic with two required readings, and SWoRD. All of the remaining procedures were managed online by SWoRD. After two weeks, the writers turned in their first drafts. Then individual student reviewers received a set of six drafts that were randomly selected by SWoRD. During a 1-week period, the reviewers individually generated written comments on six peer drafts and evaluated the quality on the seven-point rating scale (1: Disastrous to 7: Excellent). During the same period, the expert reviewed all of the drafts. Note that even though all papers were reviewed by the expert and six peers, only some of those reviews were revealed to the author, depending on their conditions. Then, the writers received selected feedback based on their conditions, revised their writing over a one-week period. Then, writers turned in their final drafts, which were reviewed by the same reviewers who reviewed their first drafts. Then, the writers back-reviewed their reviewers’ feedback on a five-point rating scale in terms of how helpful it was in revising their first drafts. The results of the back-review were not delivered to the reviewers unlike the normal SWoRD procedure because it would ruin this particular experimental contrast by revealing to the reviewers what condition they were in (i.e., whether
their comment had actually been given to the author). Next, the reviewers reviewed the final drafts. Finally, the writers received the second round of feedback and back-reviewed the second feedback.

5.2. Results

Here we present one important result from a two-way mixed ANOVA on the writing quality improvement between first and final drafts based on the expert’s evaluation. The expert blindly evaluated their qualities. The evaluation dimension was a within-subject variable. Note that the expert evaluated all the papers blind to condition.

As shown in Fig. 9, those in the Multi-Peer feedback condition showed the biggest improvement in writing qualities \((M = 0.85, \text{SEM}^2 = 0.47)\) between their first drafts and final drafts, while those in the Single-Peer feedback condition showed only a slight improvement \((M = 0.17, \text{SEM} = 0.45)\). Interestingly, those in the Single-Expert feedback condition performed worst \((M = -0.89, \text{SEM} = 0.47)\). The writing improvement difference between the feedback conditions was statistically significant, \(F(2,25) = 3.50, p < 0.05\). Tukey pairwise comparison showed that only the difference between the Single-Expert and Multi-Peer feedback condition was significant, \(p < 0.05\). Thus, this result supported the SWoRD approaches in that student writers benefited from getting multiple peer feedback in that their writings improved significantly from that peer feedback. Even more strongly supportive of the SWoRD approaches, feedback from multiple peers produced especially strong improvements in writing relative to the more traditional feedback from a single expert.

Fig. 9. Mean writing quality improvement between the first and second drafts as a function of condition and as judged by the expert.

\(^2\) Standard error of the mean.
6. Conclusions

The goal of this paper was to demonstrate the SWoRD approaches to improve writing practice in large content classes where writing is needed but not included. SWoRD tries to integrate writing and rewriting practice into content courses by emphasizing the role of reciprocal peer reviews rather than instructor- or expert-based reviews. This approach also raises many challenges. One of the fundamental challenges is that peer reviewers are novices in their disciplines. Therefore, to improve the impact of novices’ peer reviews, potential drawbacks, various functions such as review accuracy indices and authors’ back-evaluations about the helpfulness of reviewer feedback are implemented.

As a part of learning science research, it was found that the empirical evaluations strongly support the SWoRD approach. Also, the results of the empirical evaluations imply that without increasing instructors’ workload related to writing practices, student peer reviews may successfully develop writing skills in SWoRD. The perhaps surprising performance of those in the Single-Expert feedback condition is consistent with prior research findings that experts or instructors often generate feedback that is unhelpful or sometimes harmful to novice writers’ revision (Cohen & Cavalcanti, 1987; Coupe, 1986; Schriver, 1990) because experts tend to refer to their unique knowledge that they can use but novices cannot use (Camerer, Lowenstein, & Weber, 1989). As Sperling and Freedman (1987) suggest, instructors’ “written comments are often misconstrued even when they are addressed to the most promising students in otherwise successful classrooms; they are misconstrued even when they are accompanied by teacher–student conferences, by peer response groups, as well as by whole class discussion focused on response” (pp. 3–4). A caveat is that although the writing quality in the Single-Expert feedback condition appeared to decline across drafts, this decline might be the result of the expert using more stringent criteria for the final drafts than the first drafts. Thus it might be that in fact the writing quality in the Single-Expert feedback condition improved rather than declined, and instead, the improvement was just relatively smaller than that of the other conditions.

Since the successfulness of reciprocal peer review systems depends up how to support writing practice based on peer feedback, theoretical as well as practical understandings on the nature of reciprocal peer feedback will provide very important design guidelines. From the theoretical point of view, for example, it seems necessary to understand what types of feedback student peers provide and how student writers respond to peer feedback would be very helpful compared to those of expert feedback. These understandings will improve theories of learning science that guide the development of effective learning systems.

From the practical point of view, for example, it would be important to understand how many evaluators are necessary to achieve acceptable reviewer accuracy and to maximize the impact of feedback on receivers’ performance improvement. Although reciprocal peer reviews recently gain increasing popularity throughout education and training (Magin, 2001), few systematic research in this area has been done to guide the design of this issue except an informally referenced strategy called the maxima strategy. The strategy has based on an assumption that the more reviewers would achieve higher reliability as stated in assessment theories and better improvement of writers’ performance. Considering that a primary advantage of RPE systems is providing multiple peer reviewers and hence more feedback, deducing the optimal number of evaluators warrants examination. However, few empirical studies have systematically examined this issue.
Note

SWoRD is free to use for non-commercial purposes. It is available at http://www.ladybug.lrdc.pitt.edu/sword. Potential users are encouraged to visit the site or contact the author(s).
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